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The  Silence in the 
Word of God

2 Peter 1:16 – 2:3
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Consider the Rest

• In musical notation, the beats of rest are 
important.  

• The beat or multiple beats of silence is 
interwoven into the melody.

• When the rest is cut short, or over 
extended, the design of the song changes 
beyond that which the composer  
intended.
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2 Peter 1:16 – 2:3

• Apostles spoke what they saw and what 
they heard.  (vs 16-18)

• The prophets of old spoke as they were 
moved by the Holy Spirit. (vs 20-21)

• The false prophets spoke “for” God, but 
not with God’s direction.  1 Kgs 13:14-19
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What God Has and Has Not Said

• Nadab and Abihu did that which was not 
commanded by God.  Lev 10:1-2

• God commanded Israel not to add to His 
word.  Adding to the silence was 
forbidden in this phrase.  Deut 4:2; 12:32

• Many examples of disobedience due to 
going beyond.  Heb 2:2
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What God Has and Has Not Said

• We are bound by the same limits.

–Do all in the name of Christ.  Col 3:16-17  
(By His authority)

–God has given us all we need to faithfully 
serve Him.  2 Tim 3:16-17; 2 Pet 1:3;                
1 Cor 4:6

–Consider the Revelation warning.                   
Rev 22:18-19
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Can We Fill in God’s Blanks?

• We do not have the knowledge.               
Jer 10:23; Isa 55:9

• We do not have the wisdom.                      
1 Cor 1:21-25; 2:16

• We do not have the authority.                 
Matt 28:18-20; Deut 29:29
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Silence is Sufficient

• We are not God.

• Let us not speak for God.

• Let us listen to God.

• Let us speak as God has spoken.               
1 Pet 4:11

• Let us be silent where the Bible is silent.
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